19 of the UK’s most exciting writers have written a collection of stories for the
nation, exploring humanity and the unprecedented circumstances we are
currently living in.
Now it’s over to you to perform and record them. Individuals,
families, flatmates, friends, strangers, school groups, care homes, youth
theatres, anyone; we want to see what you will do with them.
Perform and record one of them in its entirety OR you could just send us a
video of a line or paragraph from one of the plays. It’s up to you. You don’t
need any acting experience at all. We just want you to enjoy telling a story.
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From us to you: 19 stories from leading playwrights for
people across the UK to record

A THREE YEAR OLD IN LOCKDOWN
By Asif Khan
Cast size: 1
This play is suitable for: One Person, Family Friendly, Under 16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

A 3 YEAR OLD IN LOCKDOWN - Asif Khan (Draft 3)
Step inside the glorious mind of a 3 year old during lockdown.
‘Noonie!’
That’s what mummy says every time she sees me in the morning. That’s my name. Not ‘Noonie’.
It’s ‘Nooh’. Sounds like ‘two’. But with a ’N’. N... O... O... H. Daddy’s teaching me how to write
my name. I sit on daddy’s lap and write my name. Daddy holds my hand so I can do it. Daddy was
always ‘working’ before, but now he’s not. Now he’s always here! Mummy goes to work. In
mummy’s car. Daddy told me she’s a real doctor.
Sometimes daddy says ‘what do you want to do now?’. I really want to go to the playground... or
soft play... or swimming in the blue water... or number 17 so I can play with Seema and Eesa. I
haven’t done any of those things in 89 years. But daddy says we can only speak to Seema and Easa
on the phone... so sometimes we ring Seema and Eesa... and sometimes we ring uncle Tarif... who
lives in Bradford... and sometimes we ring nani who says ‘assalaamu-alaycum darling!’. I’ve not
been to nursery in 89 years as well. I think mummy and daddy must have forgot. Don’t tell them.
Sometimes daddy says ‘do you want to play in the back garden or the front garden?’. I always
choose the front garden because there’s no bumble bees. I’m frightened of bumble bees. Frightened.
But daddy tells them off and says ‘stay on the flowers bumble bees... don’t come near Nooh’. They
never listen though. Daddy always wants to go in the back garden... because he’s got lots of tools in
the shed and sometimes he digs... and sometimes he brushes... and sometimes he puts water on the
flowers... and one time he painted the shed green! I said I don’t want green... I want orange... but
green is daddy’s favourite colour. One time daddy made a den in the garden with sticks and daddy
put my digger inside. But I was still frightened that bumble bees might come. I feel better when I’m
sitting on daddy’s lap. Sometimes... if I do a really big smiley face... daddy lets me play with
daddy’s phone and I put daddy’s songs on... or go on Google Maps and hear the person say ‘Turn
left right on Little Brooks Ave’. Sometimes we make a slide in the bedroom and I roll down it.
Sometimes we jump on the bed and I climb on daddy when he’s a lion... but daddy tells me not to
pull daddy’s hair because it hurts. Then he says ‘calm down Noonie pie... let’s do some reading
instead’. Sometimes daddy reads me daddy’s book... Hamlet. ‘To be that’s not to be, that’s not the
question’. Daddy does a big smiley face when I say that... and records it on daddy's phone. I like the
book about the caterpillar who is really hungry. When I get really hungry I want almond butter
toast. But daddy sometimes puts other things on it... like cheese... which makes me very angry. If I
cry very loud, daddy says ‘ok I’ll get you almond’ with a grumpy face. Then we have to wash my
hands because I get sticky almond butter hands. We always have to wash hands. I don’t like
washing my hands. But we have to because of the germs... and the cobwebs. Sometimes we use
hand gel. I like hand gel. Hand gel is very amazing. We’ve got an orange hand gel... a green hand
gel... and a purple hand gel. Sometimes we go for a walk and daddy says ‘which hand gel shall we
take?’. I always pick orange. At dinner time I’m allowed to watch Nooh’s TV... but daddy
sometimes says he needs to watch Daddy’s TV... which is just a man with a grumpy face, talking.
Then daddy does a sad face. When mummy comes back I want to do a mummy cuddle, but she says
‘not yet Noonie I need to have a shower!’. I think she might be smelly. I never want to go to bed. I
get sad. I want to stay downstairs with mummy and daddy and my digger... and sometimes we get
snuggly and warm on the sofa and then... (does an exaggerated snoring sound).
My name is Nooh. Sounds like ‘two’. I’m 3 years old. Mummy is 4. Daddy is 6. Nani is 5.
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From us to you: 19 stories from leading playwrights for
people across the UK to record

ALL NOISE
By Julie Tsang
Cast size: 1
This play is suitable for: One Person, Family Friendly

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

ALL NOISE by Julie Tsang
ALL NOISE is intended for you to perform as you see ﬁt. You will no<ce there are several references to Chinese culture in this play. However, you may replace a word for another word to
convey your own ethnicity. If you do this, just be mindful of too many changes as it can disrupt the overall ﬂow. The aim of this play is to be open and reﬂect our mul<cultural na<on
with shared experiences that are felt universally. Thank you and have fun.

Jess is recording a video message on her phone during lockdown.
JESS

Hey! Thought I’d leave you a video since we can’t FaceTime and you might be
missing my face!
Makes a silly face
You’ll have ﬁnished up by the @me you see this and I will s@ll be sleeping,
hopefully beyond 7am. Wishful thinking!
I hope your shiG went well today, well, as well as it can go…
You’re not in your car watching this are you?
If you are, stop this video. Now Frank.
Do not look at any messages on your phone!
Drive home, have a shower, eat something substan@al and then you can do
all your catching up!
I’ll s@ll be here when you’re ready.
You have to look aGer yourself and siLng in your car for 30 minutes aGer
your shiG is not taking care of yourself ok?
You said it yourself, you’ve never enough @me so go home. And if you’re
home already then, ignore what I just said!
We miss you. Dad misses you.

1

He’s always asking for you. Like ten @mes a day.
We were all out tonight clapping for you.
Lily was out with a ladle and a pan.
Nathans choice of instrument was bashing the brand new 50 quid lightsaber,
yes his birthday giG, oﬀ one of the plant pots at the front door!
Dad came right out on the street, shou@ng your name over the clapping,
telling my neighbours all about his son the medic, saving lives!
They were very sweet to him.
Even though he tells them the same thing every day.
They do that thing where they act like its new informa@on. It’s good of them.
Today was really hard.
Sorry, that is so selﬁsh.
You’re out there puLng yourself at risk and doing so much and I’m here,
safe at home and I can’t even do that right.
beat
I shut myself in the u@lity cupboard today.
I was on calls all morning to work and when I got oﬀ it was chaos.
The kids were hungry and screaming.
Dad was complaining he’d have had his lunch by now if he was s@ll in his own
house.
I said to him, “Dad there are no carers. With lockdown they are short staﬀed
remember?”
And he just looked at me with that blank expression he has,
when you know he’s forgoXen.
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I felt terrible.
I’m the one who brought him to live with me,
the upheaval, his rou@ne changed and he doesn’t know why or what’s really
going on in the world.
He’s just goes along with it.
And all I do is get frustrated at him then take it out on the kids.
You know he’s been telling them the liXle tales he used to tell us.
Nathan loves the lunar New Year animal race because he’s the rat who won
and Lily’s been drawing pictures of the jade rabbit on the moon!
I can’t believe I haven’t told them those stories before.

So I had this idea for lunch.
I thought we could have bao buns and we could all make them together,
Dad could tell the kids more stories and they would learn more
about their grandad’s culture and their heritage.
Experien@al home schooling!
What a brilliant plan!
So we get out the ﬂour and yeast and Dad starts telling the story of the
Monkey King, you remember that one? It was your favourite.
Lily is measuring out water, I’m geLng all the ingredients together and
Nathan is loving the story.
He’s ac@ng it out with his lightsaber in hand.
The Monkey King is obviously a Jedi!
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If I had had my phone at that point it would have made an Instagram worthy
photo!
It was all going so well.
I turned my back for a second to get the salt and all I hear is this crash.
I turn around and there is ﬂour everywhere.
Nathan had swung the lightsaber and the packet of ﬂour exploded.
It’s in dad’s hair, Lily’s bowl of water, on the microwave, all over the
table and on the ﬂoor.
The vegetable oil is dripping all over the worktop and Lily is now crying
because the ﬂour and oil have mixed into a s@cky gloop and it’s all over her
cooking sta@on.
Dad is yelling at Nathan and I just can’t take it anymore.
Any of it.
I tell them I’ll get more ﬂour and I walk out the room.
I get to the u@lity and I close the door behind me.
I can s@ll hear them all shou@ng and crying and yelling and I slowly sink down
the wall to make myself as small as I can.
It’s all noise. It’s all one big noise.
I haven’t felt like this in a long @me.
And it takes me back to the ﬂat in Saracen Street.
Do you ever think of that place?
That ﬂat we shared with the Lee family who were our cousins supposedly,
but we never saw them aGer we moved out!

4

All of us, you me, dad, mum, Annie and Daniel all crammed and huddled up
together in a @ny ﬂat with another family while dad was out working all the
hours he could to get by.
He would work nights in the takeaway below.
Remember we always had prawn crackers for breakfast.
Daniel said he could enter the Guinness book of records for the most prawn
crackers eaten in a minute!
I think he was about ﬁve at the @me.
We were older, we knew what was going on.
You’d always say to me when you grow up you would get a proper job and
you’d wear suits and @es and not have to come home all sweaty and @red all
the @me.
I’d say I’d buy a big house, a mansion all to myself, so I would have all the
space just for me, and it would be so quiet.
Silent.
I thought it would be…I don’t know,
nice having dad here?
We could connect, father and daughter just like when I was a child.
But he was never really around was he?
We never talked back then or spent any @me together just the two of us.
There were always things in the way,
people, house moves, new schools and new jobs.
There was never any quiet @me.
Just all noise.
Ha! Well I’ve got a house with a u@lity room,
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well it’s really just a big cupboard but s@ll, I’ve kind of made it!
And you, well you wear a uniform and you probably smell of hand sani@ser
so, you know, you win some…
I sat in there for as long as I could.
There was no more ﬂour. But I already knew that.
I counted to ten, breathing in and out slowly.
I made my way back to the kitchen.
I could s@ll hear them.
No shou@ng or screaming, it was s@ll loud but a diﬀerent noise.
I walked in and there’s Dad s@ll slightly powdered in ﬂour drawing outlines of
animals on the worktop.
Lily laughing at grandad’s fat rat and Nathan’s making liXle piles of ﬂour into
star wars sand dunes.
Dad looks up and asks if I’m ok, tells me I’m working too hard.
I smile and say I’m ﬁne.
We gather up enough of the ﬂour that s@ll looks edible and we make the
buns.
They turn out lumpy and nowhere near as good as you can make them but
they were alright in the end.
Yeah, alright in the end.
That’s how we all turned out eh?

Later when I manage to chase the kids up to bed,
Dad starts asking if we’re going to the theatre. And I tell him soon.
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He talks about opening the shop for mum and dad, and if we have @me
he’ll ride his bike down to the sea for a swim.
And I know at this point he thinks he is having a conversa@on with his sister.
He thinks he’s back in the country he was born in thousands of
miles from here.
I go along with it.
It’s happening more oGen but it’s manageable, for now.
beat
I got message from the manager at Sheltered Housing.
They said they are going to reinstate dads care package as of Monday.
He’ll get three care visits per day.
I told dad he can go back to his house next week if he wants to.
He said he would like to sleep in his own bed.
He said living with me has been really nice but it is all a bit too noisy for him!
Ha! Can you believe it!
laughs
Anyway, I just thought I’d give you an update on how we are all doing.
I hope you’re ok.
Send our love to Steve.
Let me know when you’re oﬀ next, Nathan and Lily want to video call you.

Bye Frank.
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BEING HUMAN
By Timberlake Wertenbaker
Cast size: Any
This play is suitable for: One Person, Group, Family Friendly, Under 16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

BEING HUMAN
BY
TIMBERLAKE WERTENBAKER

This text can be performed by anyone of any age, shape, colour,
mobility or gender. As I’ve always been fascinated by sign language I
would really love it if someone felt like doing that.
The premise is this: a bee is acting a human. We have all seen animals
or insects on stage and film: there are different ways of doing it and
some are better than others. The actor can be as good or hopeless at
being human as they want but the endeavour must be serious. Make up,
costume, props can be used or not. Movement can be used or not. The
words, however, must not be changed, the punctuation needs to be
followed and it needs to be a truthful attempt, however successful or
unsuccessful.
A beat indicates a short stop. A pause is only slightly longer than a
beat.

THE BEE/HUMAN
How am I doing?
A BEAT
Can you see me? Do you recognize me?
A BEAT
1

Am I convincing?
As you, I mean.
A BEAT
Because when you do us, I have to say, you’re pretty hopeless. For
example: ZZZZZZ. That’s not actually the sound we make. And then
you often make us black and white, and striped. There is no such thing
as a black and white striped bee. And you never get our hair right. But
never mind. You try. I’m trying.
A BEAT
So: am I a convincing human? The look of me, I mean. We’ll get to
the humanity of me later.
I’ve studied you, like any good actor preparing a role. Your
movements. Your speech. Do I sound like you?
More or less?
Anyway, you don’t all sound the same. Just as we don’t. As long as I’m
sounding more or less human, I’m happy. Am I? I mean sounding more
or less human. I’m not asking if I’m happy, that seems very
complicated as a human.
But now I need some help, what you call acting notes. On being
human. So that I can convincingly be you. There are some things I still
don’t understand.
A BEAT
I know that as well as looking more or less alike you’re all different.
The way we’re all different.
A BEAT
Although from the way you portray us I don’t think you know much
about us.
Let me explain:
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There are bees who live in hives, sort of like your apartment blocks,
and produce honey, a bit like factory or office workers.
And there are solitary bees, who are a bit more individualistic and live
in gardens and hedges and nest underground.
But basically all of ushoney, bumble, mason, mining, carpenter, hairy footed, mourning,
sweat, squash, blueberry, leafcutter, or long hornedpollinate everything, which means that as we go about our business,
the planet keeps going and is healthy.
I could tell you a lot more but that’s not my purpose since I am you.
A PAUSE
The thing is, I can’t figure out exactly what you do. That is, how you
keep the planet going, which is what every living thing does.
A PAUSE
For example. As a bee, I look for flowers. So I fly with a purpose: I
search, I hover.
I spot a flower.
I land on it.
And then I have a kind of dialogue. It might have been sprayed with a
chemical, so it tells me immediately not to stay there, it could hurt me.
I quickly go to another flower. On that one, there could have been
another bee just before me so it tells me, sorry, mate, you’re too late.
And then eventually I find a flower and it’s a good one and I stay there
and collect whatever it has to give me. And as I do this, I spread a little
pollen around so it’s happy because that’ll make more flowers.
The exact way living things reproduce is complex, and I won’t go into
it.
A BEAT
3

Whereas I’ve noticed that you humans do sex pretty simply.
A THOUGHT
No.
WAVES THE THOUGHT AWAY
I’m not going act human sex right now. Maybe another time.
A BEAT
OK: here I am, a human.
A PAUSE-CHECKING THE ACTING, TRYING HARD
Yes? Now I move. You seem to have a lot of ways of moving,
sometimes with your long legs, and sometimes with your short legs and
sometimes without legs, in rolling boxes.
I’m going to try legs.
So: I move.
WAVES ARMS ABOUT OR ANYTHING TO INDICATE MOVEMENT
But I seem to have no direction. There’s a good flower right in front of
me but I don’t see it. Instead I go for that one over there.
It tells me it’s full of chemicals and dangerous but I absolutely insist on
feeding from it because it’s more showy.
Why don’t I, a human, know what’s good for me?
And sometimes I see a bee, I mean a human, and I try to push it off.
ACTS AGRESSIVE
That’s how you do threat, yes?
But why?
And sometimes I sort of whizz about, here and there, for no reason. I
think you call it exercise? Jogging? You go in a straight line and miss
all the flowers?
And sometimes you pile into one of your moving boxes, with your
short legs at right angles.
4

IMITATES SOMEONE DRIVING
Like this, I think. Have I got it right?
What are you looking for from those boxes?
I think you call it motivation?
I’m really trying to get into my human character but there seems to be
a lack of consistency. Or is there something I’m not getting?
Here I am doing actions, but I can’t find their intention.
A PAUSE
And now, something else. When you see me, as a bee that is, when I’m
not moving, I’m still. I watch. I’m alert. But you’re often not moving
but not still. Twitching.
A GESTURE OF HUMAN TWITCHING, MAYBE FIDDLING WITH HAIR, NAIL
BITING, SMOKING, WHATEVER
Like this. Maybe it’s grooming.
TRIES TO DO IT MORE CAREFULLY
We do grooming too, we clean our legs and our antennae a lot, but I
don’t notice you’re much better afterwards and you haven’t spread
anything good around you, so I can’t see the purpose.
Maybe it’s evolutionary? Scaring off predators?
CONSIDERS THIS
You seem to be very frightened of something you call boredom. Maybe
boredom is one of your worst predators.
That’s it. Got it. I twitch to scare off my predator.
TRIES EVER MORE PURPOSEFUL TWITCHING. PAUSE
Does it work?
A BEAT
But back to purpose. How you find it. How you make yourself
yourself. I think it’s also called an objective. Or a use.
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A BEAT
Why is it so difficult to find?
Acting is hard, acting human is really really hard.
A PAUSE
If I were a bee advising another bee on their purpose, or objective- I
think you also call it a journey- I’d say, look for the flowers. They’ll
tell you everything.
A BEAT
Look for the flowers. What’s that in human language?
A BEAT OR A PAUSE
You can use the movement you call walking or the one called being
still. With both you find plants, good things that nourish you. Maybe
you call them thoughts? Truths? Kindness?
Something that speaks to you.
And then, when you’ve found something good in that flower, you
spread it around.
Finally, you tell others about it so they can make a bee line for it.
If I did that I’d be a happy human. I imagine it’s even more of a
challenge to play a happy human than a normal human but I’m going
to try. I’ll practice a bit on my own first.
It’s been very tiring just being human, so I’m going to take a break
now and be a bee for a while.
But thanks for watching.

And if you ever want advice on how to act like a bee, give me a ring.

END
6
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CHINESE TAKEAWAYS
By Amy Ng
Cast size: 3
This play is suitable for: Group

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

Characters
JING
DR. CHEN
NICOLE

These scenes can be recorded over any
kind of app that allows for video calls
between three people, such as Zoom/
Skype/Whatsapp/Houseparty.

INVITATION
Fear can transform an otherwise
tolerant, civilised society into a
hostile place. Although this short
piece revolves around the difficulties
faced by Chinese people in Britain
during the current COVID-19 pandemic, I
hope this will resonate universally with
anyone who has found themselves
stigmatised, scapegoated, and ‘other-ed’
in times of fear and uncertainty.
Happy performing!

Chinese Takeaways

Amy Ng
SCENE 1
Evening.
JING, DR CHEN and NICOLE are
wearing evening dresses, in
their respective living rooms,
waiting for “Frankenstein” on
the National Theatre at Home
platform to start streaming on
their TVs.
They clink glasses virtually.

TOGETHER

Cheers.
They drink.
NICOLE eats a slice of pizza

JING
NICOLE

Looks very low-carb to me.
(defensively) I’m not apologising for
comfort eating in lockdown.
DR CHEN reveals her dinner with
a flourish — roast duck, char
siu (roast pork) and rice.

JING
DR CHEN
NICOLE
DR CHEN

JING
DR CHEN

JING

Wow!

How?

I cycled to Chinatown today.
Is that even allowed?
(shrugs) Cycling is exercise. Food
shopping is essential. I found one
restaurant there still doing takeaway.
Comfort food.
Is it safe?
I had a mask. And sunglasses. And a
bike helmet. No one could tell I was
Chinese.
COVID-19 camouflage.
JING adds boiling water to her
instant cup noodles.

JING

Comfort eating.
1

Chinese Takeaways
NICOLE
JING
DR CHEN

JING
DR CHEN

Amy Ng

I’m not judging.
I’m broke.
The Chinese government is spraying money
at writers who will celebrate the great
National Patriotic Victory over
COVID-19.
I’d rather live on instant noodles.
(beat) The kids love it too.
How’s the home schooling?
JING points her phone at the
window, where a spoof Ofsted
Home School rating ‘Bloody
Awful’ is displayed.

NICOLE
JING

NICOLE
JING
NICOLE
DR CHEN

Don’t be so hard on yourself.
I’m glad schools are closed. I was
dreading the moment when the kids would
be bullied at school for bringing the
‘Chinese virus’ to Britain.
But that didn’t happen.
It’s happened to so many kids.
Of course there’re still pockets of
racism but —
(incredulously) “Pockets of racism”?
Awkward silence.

JING

It’s time!

2

Chinese Takeaways

Amy Ng
“Frankenstein” starts
**********
SCENE 2
An hour later.
The sound of the NHS clap.
JING and NICOLE pause the
streaming.

JING
DR CHEN
NICOLE
DR CHEN

Shall we?
Whatever for?
They’re clapping for you!

NHS doctor!

Every single day, patients flinch when
they see me. The Chinese Typhoid Mary.
That clap is not for me.
JING un-pauses the streaming
**********
SCENE 3
An hour later. Applause on their
TV screens as “Frankenstein”
ends.

NICOLE
JING
DR CHEN
NICOLE
DR CHEN

NICOLE
DR CHEN
JING

What did you think?
I liked Benedict Cumberbatch better as
the Creature.
That’s going to be us.
What?
The Creature. Hunted. Reviled. Feared.
We’re heading towards war.
America,
Britain, China.
Oh come on, that’s catastrophising.
Can’t you feel it?
(beat) Yeah. It’s coming. We’ll be
interned… like the Japanese Americans.

3

Chinese Takeaways
NICOLE
JING

Amy Ng

What Japanese Americans?
During World War Two. They forced
120,000 Japanese Americans into
internment camps.

DR CHEN

Even those who were American citizens?

JING

Even second and third generation
Japanese Americans, who had never been
to Japan.

DR CHEN

NICOLE
DR CHEN
JING

DR CHEN
NICOLE

Great. Just great. You know, after
that Wuhan doctor was arrested for
raising the alarm, I thought — that’s
it. I’m applying for British
citizenship.
That’s great!

Finally!

I don't know if I’m going to now.
Life is full of choices. You could
choose to be jailed in China for being a
dissident, or be jailed here for being
Chinese.
Our lives are just full of
possibilities!
Guys, guys…
JING and DR CHEN laugh.
top up their glasses.

JING

Cheers.

DR CHEN

Cheers.
THE END
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CHINNY CHIN CHIN
By Leo Skilbeck
Cast size: 4+
This play is suitable for: Group, Family Friendly, Under 16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

Hello!
Leo here. Great to meet you. I hope you’re doing okay! Whether you’re a family or
a group of friends, whether you wanted to do this or have been dragged in by
someone else - you got this! Thanks for giving it a go. Enjoy!
Lots of love, Leo x

CHARACTERS: WHO’S IN IT?
STICKS:
Made their house from sticks, messy
BRICKS:
Made their house from bricks, anxious, hasn’t slept properly in weeks
STRAW:
Made their house from straw, smart
WOLF:
A hint of IT girl, in coat and sunglasses, the coolest of the cool, trying
to fit in

WHAT WILL WE NEED?
To make this you will need one zoom call and two cameras. (Top Tip: You could
use a laptop/ tablet to run the zoom call from Stick’s living room, and then share
the link with someone else in your household, who can play Bricks and join the
call from a different room. This will LOOK on screen like it’s from a different
house. Magic.)
1 x sunglasses
1 x coat
1 x bag of crisps (or snacks)
1 x diary
1 x a smelly sock
1 x mystery prop (you choose!)

Ready?

Lights, camera, ACTION!

BRICKS and STICKS are on a zoom call from their separate houses.
STICKS is in a living room. Behind them the room has a sofa or comfy chair in.

BRICKS:
(flustered) No I’m not raising my voice, did I raise my voice? No I didn’t. But I
strongly suggest you think about reinforcement. Yes, we are all entitled to our
own life choices, and the last thing I want to do is interfere in yours, but I really
think you need to consider at least a little cement?
STICKS:
(stuffing their face with snacks, mouth full) Cement?

BRICKS:
Mercury is in retrograde right now and none of us can afford to take any chances.
Now me, I STICKS:
Built yours from bricks. I know. But we don’t all have bricks do we? Some of us
make do with sticks. Or straw.

STRAW enters STICK’s living room, runs in out of breath.

STICKS:
Take Straw here
STRAW:
The… (trying to speak)
STICKS:
(to BRICKS) Mate you need to loosen up a little
BRICKS:
Please don’t call me ‘mate’, you know I find it / jarring
STRAW:
There’s a…

STICKS:
Relax
STRAW:
WOLF!!

BRICKS AND STICKS FREEZE - BRICK’S video is frozen and STICKS is frozen from shock

STRAW:
Sticks?
STICKS:
Here? Coming here?
BRICKS:
Sorry lost you there! Gorge to see you Straw! Sticks and I were just saying how
lovely it must be for you to live in something so… edgy, intimate, so -

Knock at STICK’s door

STICKS:
Did you lock the door behind you? Tell me you did? (Shouting towards the door)
‘Not by the hairs on my chinny chin chin!’

Pause

STICKS:
Close one! Cleared off for sure! They don’t call me “Wolf Slayer" for nothing
STRAW:
They don’t all you “Wolf Slayer” at all
STICKS:
Ooh… winds picking up…

STRAW:
That’s no wind - that’s a huff and a puff if I ever did hear one.
BRICKS:
Sorry chums you keep breaking up
STICKS:
(frantically looking for an escape route) The window!

The camera stays in position and stays running, STICKS and STRAW run off. STICKS
accidentally drops their crisps/snacks as they leave. From off stage we hear the sound of a
window opening and closing, maybe a thud or a crash in the distance as they jump out

Pause. Stillness.

In comes WOLF. Oblivious to the camera - doesn’t know or notice.

WOLF:

I'LL HUFF AND I'LL PUFF AND I'LL...little pigs?

BRICKS understands what’s happening for the first time - eyes wide - ducks slightly off
screen, leaning in just a little to watch WOLF.
WOLF drops the pretence of 'scary wolf' for a while. Looks around, picks up a few things,
it seems no-one is here after all.
Takes off coat and sunglasses. Finds STICK's snacks on the floor. Flops down onto the
sofa, kicks off shoes and puts their feet up, turns on the telly. Eat's the snacks.
Sound of the telly.

BRICKS is still peering in at WOLF, terrified.
Suddenly STICKS and STRAW appear loudly behind BRICKS, again very out of breath
from the run.

STRAW:
Bacon butties that was close!!!

BRICKS:
shhhh! (gesturing to the screen)

STICKS sees the wolf.

STICKS:
(whispering, outraged) My snacks!

WOLF puts their hand down the side of the sofa, pulls out a smelly sock.
Puts their hand down again and pulls out the mystery prop.
Puts their hand down the side of the sofa for a third time and finds a diary, begins to
read…

WOLF:

Dear Dairy… (WOLF’s eyes widen)

STICKS:
(Speechless, their world is ending)

WOLF:

"Wolf doesn’t even notice me! I wish we could be friends...no not
friends...BESTIES. I wish Wolf would just turn to me and say -

STICKS:
NO!!

WOLF freezes, looks around, who’s there? On alert. Turns the telly off. Sun glasses back
on.
WOLF Spots the screen, leans in, ferocious. The pigs are petrified!

WOLF:

(maybe peering over the top of the sunglasses) So which one of you is STICKS?

STICKS:
m..m.m...ME?

WOLF:

Wanna...catch a movie?

STICKS faints.

THE END.

GAME: Can you make up your own using a fairytale or nursery rhyme of your choice? Go
for it!
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FALLING
By Roy Williams
Cast size: Any
This play is suitable for: One Person, Two Person, Group

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.
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NOTE: This is a monologue. The responses by other characters that JERRY replies to in this scene
do not have to be acted or read out by other people, (unless you want them to)
They are merely a guideline for the actor playing Jerry to know what has been said to him.
If you want other voices, I would recommend the other performers should be unseen when they
speak; voices only.

LOCAL SUPERMARKET:
JERRY (any age) is on duty.
JERRY: Excuse me, sorry to bother you, I know you are doing your shopping, but two metres apart
please, social distancing yeah, that goes for here inside as well as it is outside. It’s not fair on
everyone else, who are waiting outside, well they are doing it, you can see, you were not doing it, two
metres apart please?

CUSTOMER 1: Right little Hitler aren’t you?
JERRY: Now, there is no need to say that, I am just doing my job.

CUSTOMER 1: Well, it’s hard for everyone

JERRY: I know that, it is hard for me too. Excuse me madam, excuse me, one customer at a time.

CUSTOMER 2: Oh, come on, you know me.

JERRY: Yes, I know, you have been in here before, I always see you, you and your fella, the black
man, you been coming in here for years.

CUSTOMER 2: What does he being Black have anything to do with it?

JERRY: It has nothing to do with it, I am just saying that I know you and your fella and that he is
black. I don’t see a problem. Here he is, hello mate, you keeping well?

CUSTOMER 3: Yes, thanks.

JERRY: As I was saying to your wife here..

CUSTOMER 2: He’s my partner, actually.
JERRY:...sorry, partner, as much as I would like, as well as allow, I can’t let you come in and shop
together, It’s one person only. Well that’s the policy, one in, one out. I’m sorry, I don’t make the rules.
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One of you has to leave, it don’t matter who. Thank you. (Calls) Next one in please? Next one in,
unless you want to stay outside, it looks like it might rain, up to you. Yes Sir, how can I help?

CUSTOMER 4 These bloody machine of yours!

JERRY: Ok, there is no need to shout. I am standing two metres away, but I can still hear you? Now
what’s the trouble?

CUSTOMER 4: The machine won’t scan, it’s not working.

JERRY: The machine is working perfectly Sir, they are brand new, very simple to use. Just because
you don’t know what to do, that does mean it is broken Sir. No one else seems to be having a
problem. If I may? You do kit like this.

JERRY shows him how to scan by miming his hands.

JERRY: The trick is, not to put the items right against it, give it an inch of space so the laser can
properly read the bar code, like so. Would you like to try it? About an inch I said.

CUSTOMER 4: I am doing it!

JERRY: No, Sir, you are not, you are doing exactly what you did before. An inch away I said.
(He sees something)Excuse me, you people in the aisle, that is not quite 2 metres apart is it? If you
can’t think of yourselves, can you at least try to think of other people?

CUSTOMER 5: There is no need to be like that mate.

JERRY: Yes, there is, there is a need to be like that. I don’t like it any more than you.
(To customer 4) Sir, an inch more! (Back to Customer 5 )But we will never get out of this if we don’t
follow the rules, none of us. You may not like this, but we have got to have rules. That’s it Sir. Well
done.

CUSTOMER 4: I don’t think I like your tone.

JERRY: My Tone? What tone? I was just trying to help you Sir? If I hadn’t, you would be struggling
all day with it. And as you can see, its only two staff members here, myself included and there is a
queue waiting behind you to use the machines. Step back Sir? Please step back. I don’t want anything
from you, you don’t want anything from me. Step back, please!

CUSTOMER 4: You must really enjoy your job!
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JERRY: Yes Sir. I do enjoy my job. Sir, please, two metres apart!

CUSTOMER 4: A right little Hitler! Fucking arsehole

JERRY: I don’t think there is any need for that kind of language, but I can’t help you if that is what
you think. You don’t know me Sir, you don’t know me to make a statement like that but you carry on,
you have a nice day Sir, thank you. Next. There is a machine here. Next! Card only! We would rather
not handle cash madam, for obvious reasons.

JERRY lets out a huge sigh.

CUSTOMER 3: You are doing a good job, mate.

JERRY: Thank you, that means a lot, being nice cost nothing, right? We are in this together, or, so I
thought. I didn’t mean anything by it when I asked your wife to leave, sorry partner. But rules are
rules, one person at a time. It works. It’s got to work. This will go on otherwise. But thanks.

CUSTOMER 3: You handled him quite well.

JERRY: Oh, he was nothing, I have had to deal with worse people than him.

CUSTOMER 6: Are these bags, still 10p each?

JERRY: Yes Sir, they are, 10 pm, yes. No sorry, the bags have gone up, 20 pence now. Don’t forget to
scan them, otherwise the alarm will go off as you go out. (To customer 3) Some people, They think
they know you, they really do. I know what they are thinking. I didn’t do well at school? I didn’t leave
with much? This is the only job I could get? I have been here ever since? I could tell, from the minute
he laid eyes on that is what he thought. And others. I’ve lost count. Never mind the fact I went to
university. I Studied engineering. I received a 2.1 For my trouble. I have been around the world. I
have taught Physics in a secondary school.

CUSTOMER 3: Why are you not now?

JERRY: I will tell you that, when I get to know you better. But I have stories. I did not find myself
here, I am here because I wanted to be. He does not know me! He does not know my name; He does
not know where I come from. He does not know I have a 70- year mother, living in a care home on
the other side of London, who I haven’t seen for 8 weeks, who at any sec could go... He does not
know me. But thank you, I appreciate that. Have a good day. Tell your wife….partner, I’m sorry. See
you. Next? Card only!
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CUSTOMER 7: I only have cash.
JERRY: We would prefer not to handle cash, for obvious reasons madam, Sorry. Excuse me, you lot in
the aisle? Not exactly 2 metres apart are you. Rules are rules....

End.
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GASP. EXHALE.
By Bethan Marlow
Cast size: 2-9
This play is suitable for: Group

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.
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GASP. EXHALE.
By Bethan Marlow

Mothers, fathers, parents and carers of primary school children- round up your fellow parents
and have a go! Distribute the lines below randomly between you.
This play can be performed by a minimum of 2 and maximum 9 people.
It is a story in two parts. The ﬁrst is a Zoom Call the second is a poem. In the ﬁnal edit we will
overlay the two pieces.

PART 1
Screens on a Zoom meeFng (gallery view), each screen with a parent/carer in it.
All very excited to see each other.
They talk over, across and above each other throughout.

-

How’s everyone doing?

-

(Showing her hands) excuse the green food colouring, we’ve been making slime.

-

I built a fort today- it was so big I could ﬁt in it. Did you see the photo I put up? It’s got a
cardboard chandelier and everything.

-

Anyone else got a glass of wine?

-

I’m not drinking in quaranFne.

-

Oh, healthy!

-

So, how’s everyone geJng on with homeschooling?

-

I’ve given up. He just wants to play!
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-

I tell you, if she’s like this at school, her teacher deserves a medal.

-

We do worksheets eight unFl ten and then a snack break for ﬁNeen minutes then educaFonal computer lessons unFl midday and then lunch, one hour walk outside, maybe
some craNs or p.e and then they get two hours screen Fme whilst I make dinner. It
works really well to be fair.

-

Anyone done nature art yet? I highly recommend it. Takes hours.

-

We made a volcano erupt- eventually, took about a week to make the paper mache!

-

Having Fme to teach my kids how to cook, you know, I’m really loving that.

-

If I eat another cheesecake though, I’ll have double cream coming out my ears.

-

Is anyone else having trouble geJng their kid to go outside? Mine just wants to stay in
all day!

-

Mine got dressed in her uniform today. No idea why.

-

It’s good this Zoom, isn’t it?

-

We’ve been reading lots, he’s ﬂying through his books. I’m sure he’s a year or two above
his age level, there’s no stopping him.

-

It’s all life lessons in our house- planFng ﬂowers, using the washing machine, they love
it. I’ve never usually got Fme to teach them that kind of thing, you know?

-

It’s a really special Fme.
2

-

Yeah, but how much longer is it gonna go for do you think?

-

Seriously, am I the only one with wine?

They all laugh.

The performers need to conFnue chaLng, improvising for 2 MINUTES.
It doesn’t maPer what you’ll be saying as the sound will be taken out.

AFTER THE 2 MINUTES the following lines to be distributed and spoken back on Zoom-

-

How did you get the things to make slime?

-

It’s just glue, contact lenses soluFon and-

-

I fucking hate slime.

They all laugh

-

Oh my god, thankyou for actually saying it out loud.

-

I banned play-doh thinking it was the devil and then slime arrived.

-

The stuﬀ you buy already made is bad enough but making the bloody thing from scratch
is just…. can you share that wine actually, it’s geJng me all twicthy.

They all laugh.
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PART 2

The following lines to be recorded over Zoom or your phone.
The poem can be shared randomly between parents/carers or just one person.

A special Fme to seYle down on our earth
Especially special as we forget about the monetary worth
Of Fme
And instead spend it on our families and cake
Walking and fresh air.
And yet, my throat is Fght.
I’m drowning
I play like I’m being ﬁlmed
I teach like I’m being watched
I discipline like I’m in front of a panel
And my bedFme stories are turned up a notch.
I breathe into my devices
Hot boasFng air slices
my consciousness.
I grab onto my phone as if every vibraFon
Is a salvaFon.
A safety ring in an ocean, I grab onto it
As I ﬂoat, lost, in a sea of…. Me.
I’m scared to swim in it.
I wish I could dive and submerge,
My eyes so blurred by the present
That I could see nothing else.
I am drowning but you will never know about it.
I am constantly, anxiously comparing my child to yours and I hate myself for it.
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I feel shame in admiJng that I
over-think so much
That I get myself into such
a big ball of mess when thinking of them,
Of me with them,
Of us raising them
And them in the world.
I'm drowning and it scares me
Yet the world dares me
to keep it all to myself.
Drowning in my fears
As I publicly pretend to be surﬁng the wave of parenthood like a pro.

A special Fme to celebrate our reality
To not be controlled by dignity or reputaFon
To not feel so overwhelmed by the presentaFon
of our bodies and parenFng to the world.
To be able to live in a moment
That is powered by no-one but ourselves.
And yet the shelves
behind us on the screen
Must scream something
“CreaFve”, “Inspiring”, “original”.
Whether it’s mutli-coloured homemade giant bouncy balls
Or cracked, chipped, stained walls
Although let’s be honest, we rarely see the cracks
We’ve carefully placed them behind our backs
With the tantrums of today
And the challenging behavior at play

5

During the everlasFng hours of our day.
Screams and rage pour out of us and our kids.
The pressure of being together forcing the lids
Of domesFc shit to pop open and reveal all.
It spills on the table, we mop it up with maternal stamina.
Laugh and smile as we slide it underneath to perfect the angle of the camera.
We are made up from the waist up.
We touch up every fuck up.
Take selﬁes of every event
Document every special minute spent.
Portrait mode our kids looks
For photos to make memory books
That will remember this special,
suﬀocaFng Fme
Of being together, home-schooling and making slime.

PLEASE SEND THE ZOOM RECORDING AND POEM RECORDING TO US AS TWO SEPARATE FILES
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HUMAN AGAIN
By Lettie Precious
Cast size: Any
This play is suitable for: One Person, Two Person, Group

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

ImagiNation is a co-production between Theatre Centre and Theatre503

Note- A Monologue. It can be read by two people. – E.G an IG
shared screen live between queer friends with followers
watching and commenting throughout. Or many people can take
separate lines while doing random daily living things like
jogging, or cooking etc.
Human Again
By
Lettie Precious
I miss being a dick,
Does that make me sound like a dick?
I miss club nights, gay nights, bump and grinds with sweaty
strangers and alcohol farts,
I miss men chatting me up and having the satisfaction to tell
them to “FUCK OFF!”,
I miss them telling me to fuck myself because I’m a man hating
feminist,
I miss telling them they are right,
I miss it, I miss the drama, the chaos,
At least then we were united in our anger, in our hate,
I miss chatting up girls hoping to pull, dirty one-night
stands in tiny cubicles with faceless blondes and brunettes,
but ending up slow dancing with gay men,
I miss judging straight girls throwing up sambucas and jagerboms on pavements when I know for a fact, I’ll be doing the
same in a few hours,
I miss drunken conversations at 3 in the morning on the tube,
mascara running down pale cheeks, “WOOHOOS!” and “FUCK
YEAH’S!” echoing in empty carriages,
I miss the words, ‘fuck… I’m fucked’ coming out of my mouth,
slurred, zigzagging into the dark sky, city lights, blues and
yellows doing very little to light it up,
Oh, how I took tinnitus for granted, the boom of the speakers
making my ear drums bleed,
The vibrations creating mini-heart attacks to accompany the
liver damage binge drinking is already causing.
Oh, the toxicity of it all. Who knew clogged morality is what
I’d miss the most when the world began to cleanse itself,
1
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When the spring waters started to taste pure again and the
animals followed the music,
When the air was fresh and the birds sang new melodies of
celebration,
How messed up is that? When did I forget how to be human?
Now people say hello, sober minds, free smiles,
Kindness feels strange and foreign, like learning a new
language, a new song,
I know my neighbours by name now, Karen, Sue, Mr Chan and the
old man with a sausage dog.
I miss being tempted to cheat and then growing a conscience
before a cuddle and a kiss,
Now mending relationships and home cooked meals are invading
my dickery,
What the fuck is going on?
I miss the distance and segregation we shared in big cities,
But now we are more united than ever, roads in between, but
joining in music,
Woman singing Opera on the opposite street, range rover in the
driveway,
Deaf girl drumming djembe beats in the estate across from her,
creating their own version of love and togetherness.
I miss gay pride and rainbow flags, I miss naked bumcheeks
through rainbow thongs, glitter covered drag queens strutting
gay village streets,
So, I’ve started my own strut. I drag-king and chest bind in
my back garden and my neighbour friends cheer me on, BRAVO!
BRAVO!
lines that once divided us now blurred,
Is this what healthy minds feel like? Look like?
It tastes different and sweet, my tongue is only used to
bitter textures and darkness in the light,
Is the world changing, or has it already changed?
My digestion even moves differently, I go more, I read more, I
listen more…
In death we have found life, in mourning, we have found cheer,
What the fuck is going on?
I sound like a dick, don’t I?
But to be honest with you, self-isolation is making me human
again.

2
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KARAOKE
By Geraldine Lang
Cast size: 2
This play is suitable for: Two Person

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.
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Aisling and Mark are FaceTiming. Both in their late 20s.
Aisling is not visible on the call yet, but we can hear the craziness in her voice.
Aisling
Count to 100, no wait…200.
(we hear a scuﬄe)
TWO HUNDRED. DO YOU HEAR ME.
She bursts onto screen.
Aisling
QuicklyIt’s like she’s running from Liam Neeson. Her hair resembles Tim Minchin and her face is
dirty.
Mark
Jesus Aisling
Aisling
We don’t have Mme, they’ll ﬁnd meMark
I can barely see youAisling
SHH.
We hear chaos erupt and then disappear. She exhales relief.
Aisling
Close one.
Mark
Where are you?
Aisling
My wardrobe.
She seIles in. She picks up a hidden stash of dairy milk and crams a ﬁsKul of chocolate into
her mouth.
Right. Personally, I want a rock anthem.

2

Mark
I’m not doing it.
Aisling
Bon Jovi, Meatloaf- you are- Bit of Metallica?
Mark
You start singing, I will log oﬀ the call
Aisling
Pleasssseee Mark I haven’t spoken to an actual human who hasn’t shat all over me in weeks.
Mark
I can’t sing.
The intro of ‘Dancing Queen’ by Abba ﬁlls the room.
Aisling
YOU CAN DANCE
Mark
Oh my fuAISLING
YOU CAN JIIIVEEEEE
Mark
That’s not FUNNY.
(but he is laughing)
AISLING
ooooooohhhhhHHHHH SEEE THAT GIRLShe covers her hand with her mouth as we hear kids screaming and running through the
house. She opens the wardrobe door slightlyAISLING
THAT WASN’T TWO HUNDRED. START AGAIN.
MARK
You’re a prickAISLING

3
Aw but it’s my birthday! AND I am the dancing queen.
Mark
Evidently.
Aisling
I thought we were dressing up? Aw tell me we’re dressing up, I went into the pit of my wardrobe to dig this out, really, I even went back through my Avril Lavigne ﬁngerless glove phase.
Mark
In my defence, I am direly hungover
Aisling
Ah, right. I did not see that one coming on last night’s work zoom.
Mark
Did we sing Disney?
Aisling
You did.
Mark
Christ.
Aisling
So, you can’t remember anything?
Mark
Not a thing. I think for anecdotal reasons people were glad it happened. Joe sang ‘a whole
new world’.
Aisling
That was you AND Joe.
He groans at the memory. She gives him a sneaky smile.
Mark
What?
Aisling
Nothing.
Mark
Last night. Did I say something stupid?
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Aisling
You can’t remember?
Mark
Honestly, I was so wasted. Was it bad?
Aisling
No.
Pause
We don’t have toAisling opens the wardrobe door to speak to her young daughter who we don’t seeAisling
He called you a what?
Beat
Oh, that’s not that bad. He kicked you?
Beat
Well kick him back. No, don’t do thatAMYChaos erupts. Aisling shut the door and locks herself in the wardrobe.
Mark
Pleaseeeee, I need to know. Are you mad? Or did I just call Joe a hobbit again?
Aisling
You know beder than to bring that upMark
Cause you’ve agreed he looks a lot like Frodo, plus his height, he can’t be mad at meAisling
It wasn’t Joe, it was meMark
What did I say?

5
Aisling
Look, obviously I know it’s a lonely Mme
Mark
I’m not lonely
Aisling
Right, but if you are that’s ok, it’s ok to feel sad
Mark
I don’t feelAISLING
(shouMng out of the wardrobe)
AMY DO NOT KICK YOUR BROTHER, NOBODY KICKShe gives up and turns back to Mark.
And I get it, Lena lef you, childhood sweetheart, all that craic, I get it, but I just think our
friendshipMark
Aisling.
I do. Feel those things. But I don’t want to say it. Over this.
Pause
Are we doing this karaoke or what?
Aisling
It’s ﬁne- I probably should go sort themThe intro of an ABBA song plays. She’s delighted.
Aisling
We really don’t have to.
He rubs a secret pot of gliIer on both his cheeks like war paint.
Mark
I know.
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LONG DISTANCE CALL
By Eoin McAndrew
Cast size: 2
This play is suitable for: Two Person

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

With this piece, I wanted to look at feelings of helplessness and the desire to
make loved ones laugh during difficult times.
I have used - / - to indicate where the next line of dialogue interrupts the one
before, and - ( ) - to suggest that a line is an aside, or at a tangent to the
conversation.
However punctuation and stage directions are all suggestions, rather than
instructions.

***

Evening.
A and B are calling each other via FaceTime on their phones.
A is wearing scrubs and is exhausted.

B:

How was it today?

A:

Um.
Tough.
It was a bit tough today.

B:

Yeah?

A:

Sorry I don’t really want to…

B:

That’s okay.

A:

You know?

B:

Of course.

A:

Sorry, I’m / being so -

B:

No you’re not. You’re grand.
No ‘sorries’.

A:

What did you do today?

B:

Me?
Oh god. Today I…
(shrugs)
2

Showered.
A:

Well that’s good.

B:

And I drank two litres of water.
And I.
Uh.
Yeah. That’s it I guess.

They both smile, a bit weakly.

B:

And I had an affair.

A:

What?

B:

I had an affair.

A laughs.

A:

With who?

B:

With my dentist.

A:

Oh really?

B:

Yes I had a brief yet passionate love affair with my dentist. But I ended it cause he
said he was gonna leave his wife for me, but you know he was never gonna leave his
wife for me.

A:

I’m so sorry.

B:

Thank you.
So to get over it, I ran a marathon.
Well, half marathon.

A:

Still.

B:

I know right? I was like to them ‘my immune system is fucked, I shouldn’t be running
marathons, I should be quarantined in my shitty flat’.

A:

Was it for a good cause at least?

B:

Yes. It was to raise money. Foooor.
(What was it to raise money for again?)

A:

(I think it was for baby elephants.)

B:

Exactly, it was to raise money for baby elephants. Cause they need money.
3

To buy things?
A:

You’re a hero.

B:

And then.
Well then I wanted to do something a bit more cultured so I went on an
archeological dig and I found the secret third book of the bible.

A:

Oh wow.

B:

Yeah and it’s got some pretty controversial shit in there.
Oh and then I saw a police horse from the window of my flat!!!

B zooms in really close to their face, like whispering a secret.

B:

(that one actually happened)
And then Barack Obama came over for dinner, but turns out he’s a terrible
houseguest and now he won’t leave.
And / then

A:

Hey.

B:

I went to Mars on / the Mars shuttle

A:

Hey hey hey.

B:

Yeah?

A:

You don’t need to cheer me up.
I’m okay.

B:

I know.
Just wish I was there with you. Obviously.
Today I just woke up. Read the news. Had a bit of a cry. Missed you. Made food and
then here we are.

A:

That’s not very funny.

B:

No.

They smile.

A:

I don’t believe that for one second. What did you actually do today?
4

B:

Ugh Fine.
Today I made a time machine out of cereal boxes. Are you happy now??

A:

Can I see it?

B:

No, it’s private.

A:

It’s a private time machine.

B:

Right. And then.
I went back to Ancient Pompeii.

A:

Oh no.

B:

But not during the volcano. Just like a regular day, so it was fine. And then -

A:

I’m just gonna lie down and maybe close my eyes for a bit.

B:

Okay.

A:

But keep talking to me.

A lies down on their sofa.

A:

Go on. I’m listening.

B:

Okay.
So and then I went to the deepest, greenest jungles of Peru and I went exploring.
And then I went and I swam in the ocean, with all the friendly tropical fish.
And then I lay on the beach, on the white sand, and I dried off in the sun.

A smiles.

B:

And then I…
And then.
And then.
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SAY SOMETHING
By CHINONYEREM ODIMBA
Cast size: 2
This play is suitable for: Two Person, Under 16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

.

SAY SOMETHING

by CHINONYEREM ODIMBA

People NEIGHBOUR 1 – Any age or gender.
NEIGHBOUR 2 – Any gender. Speaks as a young person (6-12 years old) when unseen. When seen is an older person.

Places –
Scene 1 – at home on a work call.
Scene 2 – can be the same room as Scene 1.
Scene 3 – NEIGHBOUR 2 is outside a house .

Things –
Scene 1 – we only see NEIGHBOUR 1. We can hear NEIGHBOUR 2 - this can be a
pre-recorded voiceover.
Scene 2 – it is possible here to see NEIGHBOUR 1 only or to see both characters by
recording the dialogue over a video call/Facetime.
Scene 3 – can be later in the day or following on from Scene 2.
…Indicates a trailing off at the end of a sentence or a pause
/ Indicates an overlap in speech between two characters or within a characters dialogue.

1

.
SAY SOMETHING.
1. Morning.
NEIGHBOUR 1 is in front of a laptop screen. NEIGHBOUR 2 is unseen throughout
the scene.
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Yes I think that with things as they are, we will have to look at where we can reduce
costs and /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
When I grow up I want to be a singer, a teacher, a footballer, a chef, an astronaut, a
car washer /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Yes sorry…I…I’m thinking of going into the office a couple of days a week. No harm
if I’m alone... Yes…Neighbours eh /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
So what should we have for dinner? I can make you anything. Anything at all. Like
there’s mash potatoes and peas and sausages. Do you want that?
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Who even eats sausage and mash anymore?!
Erm…yes sorry…
It’s nothing. It’s like I said I’m really not getting any work done here.
NEIGHBOUR 2.
(SINGING – HIGH PITCHED AND EXCITEDLY)
Somewhere over the rainbow way up high, there’s a land that I dreamt of once in a
lullaby. SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW WAY UP HIGH, THERE’S A LAND
THAT I DREAMT OF ONCE IN A LULLABY /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
This is ridiculous!
Sorry…No. Not you… …I’m…
Can you let everyone know that I’ll be working from the office tomorrow. Alone.
Ok bye. Yes…Okay. Bye… Yes…
A blip from the laptop –
Can I just leave the bloody meeting without having to look at my awkward face whilst
suddenly losing where the Leave Meeting button is!
NEIGHBOUR 1 staring coldly in the direction that the voice of NEIGHBOUR 2 is
coming from -

2

.
2. Afternoon.
NEIGHBOUR 1 is crouched against a wall – knocks the wall loudly 2-3 times.
NEIGHBOUR 2 stands on other side of wall – ear to it.
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Say something then…
I can hear you you know. This morning. Last night…I’ve been hearing you for days /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
No you haven’t /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Yes I have. And I just thought that as you’re chatting non-stop all day to other people.
NEIGHBOUR 2.
There’s no one else here /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Of course there are! The sausages /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
Why are you so grumpy all day everyday /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
I am not grumpy /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
And I hear you crying too /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
You wouldn’t understand /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
You want me to talk to you but you won’t /
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Fine!
(UNDER BREATH) Pointless…
I’m sad. There’s this sadness… because I feel like this…all this…I feel like…
Nothing makes sense anymore. The world I want to be in. No...not just the world…
it’s The Country… This country that I thought I belonged in just doesn’t speak for me
in any way anymore. I feel like I’ve had 10 years of trauma…the poverty…the kids
going hungry, the safe spaces that aren’t so safe, Climate Change, Grenfell, homelessness, Windrush deportations, Blair, our crumbling NHS, the lies, Cameron, and UKIP,

3

.
and the endless chatter, banter, sub-tweets and media. The referendums and Great
British Bake Off. Then Brexit and austerity - and none of it comes with a trigger
warning…and it should. It really should. And I want /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
Sausages and mash?
NEIGHBOUR 1.
No! Why would you say that?
NEIGHBOUR 2.
Because it makes me happy. That and that people are listening again. Listening to
what we’ve all been saying for so long…looking out for each other. Thinking about
what isolation really means. You don’t have to be in the same room to love. Learn
things. Or unlearn things. Lying in bed that bit longer. Having lunch with your sister.
Clap for kindness. Change the story. Fairytales matter too. Go to bed that bit earlier.
Birdsong and silly dancing. Checking on the neighbours you never see…
NEIGHBOUR 1.
You can’t know all these things /
NEIGHBOUR 2.
Come to the window…

3. Evening.
NEIGHBOUR 1 looks out of the window – NEIGHBOUR 2 can be seen.
NEIGHBOUR 1.
Where are you?
NEIGBOUR 2.
I’m here waving at you!
NEIGHBOUR 1.
But you’re…
NEIGHBOUR 2.
I’m more than the old woman next door…
NEIGHBOUR 1.
I can see that. So much more…
NEIGHBOUR 2.

4

.
That’s why I sing…
Somewhere over the rainbow way up high, there’s a land that I dreamt of once in a
lullaby.
NEIGHBOUR 1 & 2.
SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW WAY UP HIGH, THERE’S A LAND THAT I
DREAMT OF ONCE IN A LULLABY!

THE END
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SHUGA_B*TT
By Ryan Calais Cameron
Cast size: 1-2
This play is suitable for: One Person, Two Person

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

SHUGA_B*TT
By
Ryan Calais Cameron
Shugga_Bu( is a 20something sat behind a computer ﬁnding their way back into online da=ng, a?er
a really bad experience the ﬁrst =me around. The character can be played by any gender
I got a message from Corona_Bailey_ Rae last night saying:
‘Hey shugabu+, I’m new on this. Looking for someone who’s into whips and chains, but if that’s not
your cup of tea, then I’m also into long walks in the park, and picnics, whilst abiding by social
distancing rules’
Why are people so weird, picnics are so 2001.
Last >me I was on here, Beyoncé was opening up to me about how unhappy she was in her marriage,
and how Lemonade was a cry for help. Later she convinced me to pay for her ﬂight from Lagos to
London, because obvs, her money was frozen at the >me. Promised to pay me back though.
In hindsight
I feel like every >me someone starts talking to me, then abruptly stops mid subject, I get a liIle
stronger inside.
I’m currently sending Beyoncé one last DM even though my heart says she's abandoned me
I updated my proﬁle, as to not be in a situa>on where I would be puOng out false hope, it now
reads:
I’m not sexy, or cool, or widely accepted.
I’m not down to earth at all,
Facts about me:
1. Gourmet super noodles chef
2. Professional shower singer
3. Never been to jail (except for monopoly, I'm a serial Re-oﬀender in monopoly)
You should message me if:
1. You are a real person
2. Between 18 and 85
3. Between 4.8” and 6.2”
Interests:
I really love listening to 80s music, it reminds me of beUer Vmes...like before I was born!
P.S if you don't reply to my messages, I will break curfew, and turn up at you window singing
backstreet boys, through thick uncontrollable thug-tears.

Any>me I believe that I might have a piece of self-respect leR, I’m reminded I agreed a zoom date
with someone that started our conversa>on with "ahar me hearty"
Yesterday I actually found the courage to message a new match ﬁrst, instead of collec>ng them like
rare Pokémon
I messaged Quaran>na_Milan with….
Hi
She said
Hey
I said You ok?
She said
Yh.u. kl?
I thought damn man, this could be something special here.
If I play it cool, we may have the possibility of tex>ng for a week refreshing each other’s Instagram
stories and never ever mee>ng up in real life!
I said
Nice (smiley face)
She replied
wyd today?
I said
I ate ice cream for breakfast,
went for my hour of exercise, only lasted 10 minutes...ok 3 and a half.
Had a glass of burnt water for lunch,
prepared roman>c dinners for 2,
regreIed ea>ng 2 dinners,
checked my reﬂec>on, seems like I’m losing weight and gaining weight simultaneously.
I mean they even brought back Mr Mo>vator from the dead, and I have the cheek to be in here
looking like a whole Mr potato head!!!
I then caught myself washing my hands whilst singing Lisa Maﬁa’s verse in 21 seconds,
but instead of it being rapped by Lisa Maﬁa,
it’s sang by Shirley Bassey.
I then did a spot of uncontrollable crying into the 38 packs of toilet roll, masquerading as ornaments
around the house.
Quaran>na_Milan replied with:
Hey Shugabu+, I know these are currently unprecedented Ames, but a quick quesAon please?
How aware are you of past traumas, and suppressed emoAons?

Please take this opportunity to divulge deeply on how you are currently, and acAvely working to
heal them.
Sorry to be like this.
I just need assurances before you end up projecAng all that weird shit on me.
Not to be rude, but I just don’t have the capacity for it. I’ve got a lot on.
Council tax is due, can’t ﬁnd ﬂour anywhere, Sprinkle cake costs £75, and I’m working from home
with three knobhead kids and a badger called Tyrone Cumberbatch.
Hope you’re well and safe though, and speak again soon
Some>mes I think what’s the point, surely, we’re all just here collec>ng informa>on about someone
un>l we realise, we really, really don’t like them and we’ve been cursed by the old lady from Snow
White, to be alone forever.
Today the app suggested I change to the "ﬁnd friends” seOng
Anyway, people say I talk a lot, you seem like a breath of fresh air. How are you ﬁnding it all?
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SILENCE
By Zinnie Harris
Cast size: 1
This play is suitable for: One Person

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

Silence
by Zinnie Harris

This is a short piece about two women, family and an unlikely friendship. It came out of
watching and thinking about the women in my life, how we are all trying to survive lockdown in diﬀerent ways and how liAle we know of anyones life behind closed doors
Two meters apart is wide enough for us.
Two streets apart, two ci6es.
We aren’t friends, are we?
We walk past each other, and you cross the road. Good I think. Thank god we can hid behind
this.
I know your coat, how fake the leather sounds. I know your fringe like it was my own. I know
you get the ten past eight bus on Tuesdays because I make sure I get the later one. I know
you smoke. You drink red wine because I can see it some6mes on your teeth. I’m not a creep
but somehow I study you.
You hesitate in the street slightly, and I think perhaps you were going to say something a@er
all. You stop. I stop.
You blow at your fringe.
But it wasn’t me that had your aBen6on, but the old man behind me. You wave at him in his
garden and walk on.
Some6mes I spit a@er I see you. Some6mes I have to go inside and wash my mouth. Some6mes I look in the mirror.
I never cry.
The kids tell me you go to your allotment every day, you are good with plants; you put things
in a pot and they grow, and then you put them on the table. You eat the peas? I ask them,
raw? They taste ok when they come from the ground, my eldest tells me. Hooray I say.
I look at my shop-bought vegetables in a pan of salty water, Hooray I think.

I walk past the allotment later, I am going that way anyway, and I wonder which one is yours;
the one that has beans and courgeBes already up perhaps or the one with a set of chairs
and a rainbow ﬂag? Yes that would be right, or maybe the messiest one of all? That somehow just says this is a place you can be. I imagine you and all the kids, dirty hands and faces
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and looking at things as you pull them up. I can imagine you kneeling down and showing the
youngest a liBle worm you just found in the earth.
I come home and I buy cut ﬂowers from Tescos, even though I have to queue, which I put in
a jug.
A@er the clapping I walk round the block. I’m on my own and want a walk. I go your way I
don’t know why, I could say I have to drop something oﬀ for the kids but I don’t. I go your
way because that’s the way my feet take me. My feet take me places and I go, that is the
only rule I have these days. You’re outside in the street. Smoking. And I know you have given
up smoking but this being-too-long-in-the-house is killing us all. I know I am drinking.
I am ready to cross the road and walk the other way but there is something new in the way
you are standing. You are holding on to a railing like it’s the only thing keeping you up.
And I look at you for a second, and you wipe your eyes on your sleeve and you sniﬀ and then
you turn away.
But I remember that look.
I remember that way of holding on, and the way it felt like the whole world would slide if I
let go.
Chrissie, I say, but you’ve gone.

I don’t see you the next 6me I drop the kids oﬀ. You are usually in the background, or making
the tea. Moving around, being.
And I don’t see you at the bus stop.
Is Chrissie ill? I ask the kids. No they say. She hurt her hand. How did she hurt her hand? She
dropped something on it.
And I remember the way I told my mother I had shut my foot in the car door by accident.
And the way I told my boss that I had been sick.
I ﬁnd you at the allotment. Chrissie? I say as I stand by the gate. You don’t hear me, you are
out of ear shot and busy puSng canes in the ground.
I remember once being shut in a room all night while he raged outside the door.
Chrissie?
Sleeping in a hotel bathroom because I was scared to come out.
Chrissie?
2

Then you see me. You come over
Why are you always watching me? you ask.
It takes me aback. Because you are beau6ful I say. Because if I were him, I would have chosen you too.
You scoﬀ. You’re cleverer.
I got away, if that is clever then –
You laugh at that. A laugh that is like the morning sun. Then you stop, suddenly; the laugh is
hur6ng you. You put a hand on your side. And I know it wasn’t that funny. No joke is that
funny. And when you li@ your head and look me, there is something else. For who else in the
all the world would know like we know?
He has a temper.
Of course he does.
He doesn’t mean it, and a@er he is sorry.
You don’t have to tell me Chrissie. I know the sorry.
It’s just the lockdown, he is stressed as all hell. He might lose his job And I nod.
You blow at your fringe. You hesitate but there is no more to be said.
You go back to your beans then. I go back to my house. I walk the long way home.

Next 6me I see you in the street you don’t cross the road. You don’t wave to the man behind
me. You hesitate, then you stop. You stand and turn.
And when I catch up we walk - two meters between us - in silence for a while.

3
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SKY
By Alex Critoph
Cast size: Any
This play is suitable for: One Person, Two Person, Group, Family Friendly, Under
16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

Sky takes the form of many diﬀerent voices of all ages, genders and ethnicities. She is everyone
and no one. She is powerful yet playful.

Sky

Look, I’m gunna be straight with you. I think you deserve it.

You’re gunna think this is a little weird.
But, all that stuﬀ around you that you see. The stuﬀ you live in. That summer air you feel across
your face, those waters you jump into to get seaweed wrapped around your leg and those little
bits of green you see on your way to work. Well, they’re all one.
Even those branches that have shot up through the pavement next to the tube just to show you a
little something. They’re all one, too. It’s called nature.
And nature is me.
Mic drrrrrrropppppp.
There’s this smog hanging round me. My brain’s a little fuggy, actually. It’s been happening a lot
lately. All down to you.
I run a fingernail underneath another fingernail. Then do the same again.
I’m just going with it. It’ll pass.
Even the rivers inside me which now run brown and thick and the fact I’m getting hotter and
hotter everyday. The heat rising in me. And even the plastic bags wrapped around my heart. They.
Won’t. Bring. Me. Down. (And neither will the smog.)
I walked for miles to this tiny cabin, my home for the foreseeable. Four bare walls, a lot of dust.
And all around me green hills stretching out for miles and miles.
I didn’t want to be here. But something had to be done. Had to come away from it all. To find
some sense.
And there it is again, as soon as I’ve stopped to think. Those flood waters are rising through me. It
wasn’t always like this, there was a time when I had clear waters. I used to breathe so deep I’d fill
up my lungs from top to bottom.
Let’s be honest for a second.
You did this. You know you did. Opening me up and clawing out all that coal. Spluttering engines
and endless plastic bags (nowwrappedaroundmyheart.) Cheers, mate. Why have I got oil wells in
my stomach?
I flick a bit of dust across the room and shrug it oﬀ. I don’t care. I’m not exactly one to quit am I?
All these billions of years I’ve been more than fine. Nothing lasts with me. I flick on the radio. Play
some Lizzo. (And what?)
And now, I feel something new. Sense everyone who’s tucked away. Holed up at home with
mountains of biscuits, yes, but now as time goes on it changes. I can feel it change.
It starts with those tree trunks coming out of the pavement getting thicker and thicker. And now…
and now that smog around my head, it’s clearing into proper air. I knew it would do. I breathe
deep. Fill. My. Lungs. Up. And that rising heat I felt is cooling. Becoming chill.

Sky by Alex Critoph
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I look out at the grass outside. It’s getting dark. But there are dandelions poking out like fingers.
Oh yeah, I put them there a while ago, well done me. Their seeds ready to blow away in the wind,
then fold again and come back stronger. Let’s all come back stronger.
I open the door of the cabin. Look out into the sky. Bite into to those tiny, tiny stars. Look out into
that inky blackness and know that if I just trust it then I can run back into the world and reclaim it
all yesIcanIwill.
I feel myself growing, expanding. My womb grounds through the floor and now there are clear
waters in me, lakes and pools. Oceansrundeepinmywomb. Let’s do this. You didn’t think I’d stop
there did you? No way, not me. Not me. I feel my fingernails growing longer and longer and feel
the soil within them. And that soil expands into mountains. And those rivers? They’re now my
veins. My heart pumping red as those bits of plastic burst away. Lizzo screams out, she’s feelin’
good as hell. Me too babe, yeah, me too.
And as she does I become that sky and I am those billions and billions of stars. I take one giant
breath, and step out into a new world, my new world which stretches out for miles and miles.
Before me to a new beginning. I’m back, and you know I’m stronger.

Sky by Alex Critoph
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TACTILE / NATURE
By Daniel Ward
Cast size: Any
This play is suitable for: One Person, Two Person, Group, Family Friendly, Under
16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

A piece for the na.on.
Hello! So, I have split it this piece into two parts; Nature which is the poem, and Tac.le which are
physical ac.ons that accompany it. I’d invite people to read and record the poem in one go and then
if they feel inclined to do so have a go at separate recording of them carrying out the physical ac.ons
of Tac.le, also in one go. Some of the physical ac.ons are a bit fun and are a bit silly and that is
en.rely inten.onally. There are two ac.ons that are needed for both Nature and Tac.le and that is a
long buzz followed by a clap. Also, at the very end of nature there are four images, these will be
added later so anyone recording this doesn't have to worry too much about them, but I have kept
them in as I think they help the sense of the piece. I think that’s about it, happy reading!

Nature
Tac$le
We’ve made space for the Bee’s.
*A sigh*
People don’t like bees.
*A shake of the head*
They’ve ﬁlled our voided space.
*A Click* *A Point*
Bees are necessary.
*A bee is in the room*
Without Bee’s, we’d die.
*A Buzz*
But that doesn’t mean people like them.
*A Buzz*

And the buzz.
* Looking for the buzzing in the space*
A foreign tongue.
*A ﬁnger traces the buzzing in the room*
People don’t like the buzzing. The sound of low-level headache. Try a long buzz and see.
*A long buzz*
*A clap*
Well maybe that was fun, but s$ll. The s$ng!
*A person slaps the back of one hand with the other*
The s$ng is...
*A hand rub where the slap happened*
Pain.
*A person rubs their hands together*
Pain is feeling. I miss feeling.
*A person holds their arm*
I miss the feeling of another.
*A person hugs themselves*
When this is over, the ﬁrst thing I shall do is hug someone longer and deeper than I ever have before.
*A person reﬂects*
If we never disturbed the bees... If we let them get on with their jobs, they would never s$ng. As
painful as a s$ng is for me, to a honey bee a s$ng is far worse.
*A person looks at their hand*
A honey bees s$ng cost’s them their life.

(An image of a doctor)

The ul$mate sacriﬁce.

(An image of a nurse)

When this is over.

(An Image of a bus driver)

I really hope...

(An image of a care worker)

We keep space for the busy bees, who keep us alive.
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THE APPLE PICKERS
By Nicholas McQuillan
Cast size: 2
This play is suitable for: Two Person

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

The$Apple$Pickers$
$
I$worked$in$the$restaurant$industry$for$nearly$a$decade,$alongside$people$from$all$over$the$world.$The$
Apple$Pickers$was$borne$from$conversations$I$had$with$those$people.$$
$
While$the$characters$are$Romanian,$they$could$well$be$Italian,$Spanish,$Indonesian,$Brazilian$or$Polish.$
They$could$even$be$British.$My$intention$was$to$examine$how$we$see$others,$how$others$see$us,$and$to$
celebrate$our$commonalities.$I$hope$you$enjoy$the$piece$and$have$fun$with$it.$$
$
F$
$
Radu,&late&twenties&
Elena,&mid&50’s&
A&Zoom&conversation&
A&dash&represents&an&interruption.&
$
F$
$
Radu:$$F$Ma$you’ve$got$to,$the$microphone$at$the$bottom.$
$
He&mimes&holding&a&microphone.&
&
Radu:$Click$on$it,$CLICK.$ON.THE.$MIC.RO.PHONE$–$$
$
She&suddenly&blasts&out&of&the&speakers,&halfway&through&a&sentence.&
&
Elena:$(yelling&at&someone&offscreen)$$F$he’s$doing$karaoke$or$something$I$don’t$know.$$
$
Radu:$I$can$hear$you$now.$
$
Elena:$oh!$What$was$wrong?$
$
Radu:$Your$microphone$was$muted.$
$
Elena:$I$don’t$think$so,$I$could$hear$you.$
$
Radu:$No$it’s.$It$doesn’t$matter,$I$don’t$have$long,$I$start$my$shift$in$a$few$minutes.$
$
Elena:$How$was$the$flight?$Did$anyone$have$it$on$the$plane?$
$
Radu:$They$turned$one$woman$away$because$her$swab$broke$and$they$didn’t$have$spares,$but$the$
rest$of$us$were$fine.$
$
Elena:$Good,$good.$What’s$the$farm$like?$
$
Radu:$big!$213$acres.$I$didn’t$even$know$there$was$countryside$in$the$UK,$I$never$saw$it$last$time.$
Apparently$Kent$is$the$garden$of$England.$
$
Elena:$You$become$a$poet$on$the$flight$over?$
$
Radu:$That’s$what$they$call$it!$It’s$where$they$grow$all$the$fruit$and$vegetables.$They$say$we’re$a$land$
army.$
$
Elena:$Ugh.$Always$with$the$war.$They$never$let$anyone$forget$it.$In$2007$we$were$invaders$coming$to$
steal$their$jobs,$but$now$nobody$wants$to$do$the$jobs,$you’re$a$land$army.$Sure.$Hows$the$hotel?$
$
Radu:$What$hotel?$
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$
Elena:$Where$you’re$staying.$
$
Radu:$…it’s$a$caravan.$
$
Elena:$WHAT?!$
$
Radu:$It’s$on$a$farm,$it’s$standard,$why$would$we$be$staying$in$a$hotel?$
$
Elena:$Because$you’re$picking$their$apples$for$them,$they$can’t$put$you$in$a$hotel?$
$
Radu:$Their$government$flew$400$of$us$across;$they$can’t$afford$to$put$us$in$hotels.$
$
Elena:$May$aswell$put$you$in$the$boot$of$a$car.$
$
Radu:$Its$fine,$its$warm,$its$a$minute’s$walk$to$work.$$
$
Elena:$Who’s$in$there$with$you?$
$
Radu:$A$guy,$Liviu.$
$
Elena:$What’s$his$surname?$
$
Radu:$I$dunno,$Romanescu$I$think.$
$
Elena:$I$don’t$know$that$family.$
$
Radu:$You$wouldn’t,$he’s$from$Bucharest.$
$
Elena:$(quietly,&leaning&into&the&screen)&Hide$your$things,$you$know$what$they$say$about$boys$from$the$
city.$
$
Radu:$Ma!$
$
Elena:$I’m$just$saying,$Dinisa’s$boy$went$to$Bucharest$for$the$weekend,$had$his$watch$$
stolen.$
$
Radu:$That$could$have$happened$anywhere.$
$
Elena:$But$it$happened$in$Bucharest.$So$put$your$watch$in$your$socks,$put$your$socks$in$your$bag,$trust$
me.$
$
Radu:$(trying&to&change&the&subject)$How’s$everything$back$home?$
$
Elena:$Oh$y’know,$the$same,$we$don’t$change$we$just$get$older.$
$
Radu:$it’s$been$three$days.$
$
Elena:$and$we’re$three$days$older,$How$is$it$being$back?$Do$you$feel$ok?$
$
Radu:$it’s$different$this$time.$
$
Elena:$yes,$now$you’re$their$hero.$I$hope$they$tell$you$how$thankful$they$are.$
$
Radu:$They’re$paying$me.$
$
Elena:$That’s$money!$Value$isn’t$money.$You’re$feeding$the$nation!$
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$
Radu:$that’s$a$bit$much.$
$
Elena:$if$you$weren’t$there,$who$would$do$it?$The$British$government$called$on$you$to$go$back$and$
harvest$their$apples$for$them,$so$people$can$eat.$Your$father’s$very$proud$of$you.$He$bought$new$
windscreen$wipers$for$the$car.$When$your$brother$got$that$job$in$Canada$he$bought$new$hubcaps,$you$
know$how$he$is.$$
$
Radu:$Fatherly$love.$Very$special.$
$
Elena:$So$you’re$all$right?$Because$it’s$ok$if$you$want$to$come$home.$
$
Radu:$I’ve$been$here$three$days.$
$
Elena:$I$just,$I$don’t$want$to$see$you$like$you$were$last$time.$
$
Radu:$I$wont$be.$
$
Elena:$Such$a$shock$to$see$you$at$the$airport.$Your$eyes$so$heavy,$your$shoes$stuck,$stuck,$to$heels$of$
your$feet.$Left$with$two$bags,$came$back$with$one.$NoFone$should$come$back$with$less$than$they$left$
with.$
$
Radu:$That’s$not$their$fault.$
$
Elena:$you$were$there$for$18$months,$someone$did$that$to$you.$
$
Radu:$no$one$did$anything$to$me.$
$
Elena:$why$are$you$defending$them?$
$
Radu:$because$you$make$me$sound$like$a$victim!$I$chose$to$come$to$the$UK.$And$then$I$chose$to$go$
back$to$Romania.$I$didn’t$fail.$
$
Elena:$You$have$an$engineering$degree$and$they$made$you$clean$dishes.$
$
Radu:$I$wasn’t$forced.$
$
Elena:$so$you$chose$to$clean$dishes?$Why$didn’t$you$choose$to$become$an$engineer?$
$
Radu:$Why$are$you$being$like$this?$
$
Elena:$Beause$I$don’t$like$you$being$there.$I$don’t$understand$what$happened$to$you.$Is$it$because$
that$man$called$you$gypsy$boy?$
$
Radu:$We$get$called$that$everywhere.$Someone$shouted$that$at$Florin$in$Toronto.$$
$
Elena:$Then$I$don’t$understand.$$
$
Beat.&He’s&trying&to&figure&out&how&to&explain.$
$
Radu:$it$wasn’t$just$being$shouted$at.$That$was$part$of$it,$sure,$but$it’s$something$deeper$in.$the.$I$
don’t$know.$
$
A&little&pause,&while&he&tries&to&figure&out&how&to&explain.&
$
When$you$move$somewhere$where$everything$is$different$F$I$mean$everything,$the$plugs,$the$traffic$
light$noises,$the$shape$of$the$houses$F$you$need$people$to$help$you.$To$make$those$differences$as$
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normal$for$you$as$they$are$to$them.$And$look,$the$majority$of$people$were$very$nice.$Polite,$gentle.$But$
they$never$let$me$in.$I$was$always$from$somewhere$else.$Even$the$people$who$took$an$interest,$asked$
me$where$I$was$from,$who$hoped$I$enjoyed$living$here.$It$was$all$a$reminder$that$I$was$an$outsider,$that$
I$didn’t$understand$the.$I$don’t$know,$the$signals.$$
$
A&half&beat&
$
And$then$one$day,$I$was$walking$down$the$high$road,$and$this$van$went$passed,$very$slowly,$I$
remember$because$I$thought$how$strange$it$was$to$be$going$so$slow.$And$on$the$side$it$said$‘if$you’re$
here$illegally,$go$home$or$we’ll$arrest$you.’$And$it$had$a$phone$number$at$the$bottom,$so$people$could$
report$someone$they$thought$was$an$illegal$immigrant.$
$
Elena:$You$weren’t$there$illegally.$
$
Radu:$but$the$message$was$the$same.$If$you$are$not$from$here,$you$shouldn’t$be$here.$I$worked$so$
hard.$But$the$only$signal$I$ever$heard$was$‘you$are$an$outsider’.$In$the$end$it$broke$me,$to$hear$that$
every$day.$
&
Elena&thinks&for&a&few&seconds&
&
Elena:$They$wanted$your$body,$to$work,$but$not$you.&
&
Radu:$But$the$majority$of$people$are$so$nice,$I…$
$
He&shrugs.&
$
Silence.&
&
Elena:$And$now$you’$going$back$because$they$need$your$help.$In$their$hour$of$need,$you$will$stand$up$
and$help.$You$are$their$hero,$whether$they$say$it$or$not.$Maybe$they’re$too$private,$like$you$say.$But$I$
hope$they$know.$
$
Radu:$It’s$a$lovely$country,$y’know.$You$can$see$why$they’re$all$so$melancholy.$There$are$no$bright$
colours,$everything$is$a$shade$of$grey,$brown,$green$or$blue.$The$landscape$is$always$a$variation$on$
those$colours.$But$it$can$be$very$beautiful,$at$sunset$or$in$the$morning,$when$the$colours$all$blend$
together.$Brooding.$
&
Elena:$Now$you$sound$like$a$fucking$poet.$
$
Radu:$swearing,$ma?$
$
Elena:$Well$I’m$worried$that$John$Keats$is$going$to$come$home.$
$
Radu:$(offscreeen&to&Liviu)$ok…ok.$(to$mum)$look$I’ve$got$to$go.$
$
Elena:$When$are$you$back?$
$
Radu:$4$weeks$
$
Elena:$I’ll$pray$for$you.$
$
Radu:$I$love$you.$
$
Elena:$Don’t$kiss$any$English$girls,$they$might$have$it.$
$
Radu:$We$have$it$back$home$too.$
$
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Elena$(with&a&little&chuckle):$Not$like$them.$
$
Radu:$Why$are$you$smiling?$
$
Elena:$I$just$think$it’s…interesting.$
$
Radu:$I’ve$got$to$go.$
$
Elena:$You$are$not$part$of$an$army.$You$are$heroes.$Every$one$of$you.$But$you$more$than$the$others.$
$
Radu:$Why$me?$
$
Elena:$Because$you’re$my$son,$so$you’re$better.$$
$
Radu:$(looking&offscreen&at&Liviu,&who’s&obviously&telling&him&something)$ok,$yeah,$thanks.$(to&Elena)$I$
love$you.$Im$off.$
$
Elena:$when$will$you$call$next?$
&
But&he’s&gone.&A&small&pause.&
&
Elena:$(yelling&offscreen)&SILVIU!$SILVIU,$HOW$DO$I$TURN$IT$OFF?!$
&
She&sits&there&a&moment,&still&thinking&about&the&conversation.&She&gently&pats&her&chest&with&
satisfaction.&
$
Elena:$(whispering&to&herself)&My$boy.$$
$
The&end.&&
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THE GREAT BIG GREEN HAM
By Nessah Muthy
Cast size: 3
This play is suitable for: Group, Family Friendly, under 16’s

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

Dear Families,
The Great Big Green Ham is intended as a little bit of fun, a little bit of a laugh and whole load of
silliness.
I would love for you to embrace its chaos and its comedy with abandon - what does The Great
Big Green Ham look like? Is there anything around your house that you can use to make them?
(Please don’t feel the need to purchase anything especially though.)
Also, don’t feel you have to stick to the script at all times. Wren’s character in particular might
nod or shake their head instead of speaking the word ‘No.’ etc.
The greatest takeaway of the piece is one of hope. My intention was to say, it’s ok to be confused, scared even, but, hopefully, together, there is always a way through and there is always
a magical, fantastical world on the cusp of your imagination to escape to, even if just for a little
while...
With best wishes,
Nessah Muthy
PS - I also hope the piece gives you and your families, at least one, great, big, giant belly laugh!

Characters
Bailey
Wren
Phoenix
*No character has an affixed gender.

Bailey:

Haha! For I am, The Great Big Green Ham!

Wren:

Ahhh!

Bailey:

I live in the deep, deep blue sea and I’d just like some Scrabby Scrabbers to
come play with me!

Wren:

I’m not a Scrabby Scrabber!

Bailey:

No!? Well you look like one to me! Scrabby Scrabber I am certain!? Jelly toes
and a welly nose?!

Wren:

No way!

Bailey:

Cactus bum and apple thumbs?!

Wren:

No I haven’t?!

Bailey:

Donut biceps and coconut triceps?!

Wren:

No!

Bailey:

What have ya got then? Cheeky one!

Wren:

Erm, er….lightening cheeks?!

Bailey:

Woah!

Wren:

And a cycling beak!

Bailey:

Oh I say! Cycling beak how very...chic!

Wrens:

And my knees are made of cheese!

Bailey:

Woah! There’s a pong on the breeze! Stop shaking those please?! You must be a
Fibberty Beep!?

Wren:

Yep!

Bailey:

Nice to meet you, I’m loving your Jeep!

Wren:

Thank you!

Bailey:

What about you?! This is Scrabby Scrabber I remember now! Landed from
space, check out that tan - alien glam! I know you love chase, fancy a race?!

Phoenix:

No.

Bailey:

What about flying?! Sliding and gliding?! Come have some fun, awesome one!

Phoenix:

No.

Wren:

I’d like to fly!

Bailey:

Yeah! We can go soaring -

Phoenix:

Boring...

Bailey:

What about a song? We can all bop along?

Phoenix:

This is silly.

Bailey:

GREAT BIG GREEN HAM says yes you can!

Phoenix:

What even is a Big Green Ham?

Wren:

Yeah? What even is a Great Big Green Ham?

Bailey:

Ok, ok, good question...are you ready? (Singing and dancing) Great Big Green
Ham likes to jam, the dancing kind, not the conserve mind! Big Green Ham is a
friendly kinda spam. I do the film flam, the mim cam, bit of jiggy, jiggy woo bam.
I’m a funny kinda ham, I like playing games, I like funny names, I don’t got no
chains! Hipstock, clock drop, itty bitty, mitty moon pop. Pop! Pop! Pop! Pop! I’m a
big green ham, I’m anything you wanna be man/mam! Now slide, that move, now
slide, that groove...

Phoenix:

This doesn’t change anything...It’s still...scary…

Wren:

Is the big green ham scary?

Bailey:

No...The Big Green Ham is a friendly kinda ham…

Bailey stops dancing.

Bailey:

It’s ok...we don’t have to do this anymore, not if you don’t want to…Silly anyway
right...how about we all just snuggle instead? Come on…

Phoenix:

I have something to tell you…

Bailey:

Ok…

Phoenix:

A big tell...Sometimes, do you get... the missings…?

Wren:

What’s the missings?

Phoenix:

You know...the missings...like missing in your belly -

Wren:

Are you hungry?

Phoenix:

No! Do you ever get like you’re missing...like inside, like everything is all get
smashed and mashed together in your tummy...swirling and whirling right up to
your belly button and whooshing all the way down again, like it’s never gonna go
away... You ever get that?

Bailey:

Yeah. Yeah I do. All the time.

Phoenix:

Really?

Bailey:

Absolutely. And you know what? It’s ok. It’s completely a million, billion, zillion ok.

Wren:

I get the missings too, is that ok?

Bailey:

Of course…It’s ok to be worried, scared maybe? But you know what, there’s
always something we can do, there is. And there’s always snuggles…come
here...

Phoenix:

Nah…(Singing) Great Big Green Ham...you wanna jam!? Scrabby Scrabber is
here to play! Jelly toes and a welly nose?! Cactus bum and apple thumbs?!
Donut biceps and coconut triceps?!

Bailey:

Let’s slide and soar!

Wren:

We’re gonna rock the floor!

Bailey, Phoenix and Wren dance together and sing...
Phoenix:

I’m Scrabby Scrabber I like to race and I like a chase. I may be from outer
space, but there’s nothing I like more than chilling with the human race. I’ll eat
plaice, lace, I’ll even eat your pencil case! So Fibberty beep, over to you, where
we gonna head now, take me too!

Wren:

I’m Fibberty Beep and I’m real neat. I like a beat coz I’ve got five feet. My knees
maybe cheese, but I’m begging please, let's go to the deep blue seas! My jeep is
ready the music loud, come on everybody bring your crowd! Big Green Ham we
coming real soon, so see you in the afternoon!

Bailey:

Great Big Green Ham says welcome mans/mams! Big Green Ham likes to jam,
the dancing kind, not the conserve mind! Big Green is a friendly kinda spam, I do
the film flam, the mim cam, bit of jiggy, jiggy woo bam. I’m a funny kinda ham, I
like playing games, I like funny names, I don’t got no chains! Hipstock, clock
drop, itty bitty, mitty moon pop. Pop! Pop! Pop! Popppp! I’m a big green ham, I’m
anything you wanna be man/mams!

All:

Now slide, that move, now slide, that groove…Now slide, that move, now slide,
that groove…Now slide, that move, now slide, that mighty groove, YEAH!
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THE PILLOW WHISPERERS
By Matilda Ibini
Cast size: 3 - 5
This play is suitable for: One Person, Group

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.

Brief intro
I wrote this piece as I was inspired by the news of a popular online
retailer selling out of microphones in correlation with the lockdown.
Which got me thinking about how innately creative we all are and how
quickly we wanted to be able to reach out to one another at a time when
we are being forced to isolate. I also wanted this piece to be funny
because it takes a lot of hours, training, and learning to become a good
radio DJ/host and PJ and Silky are very much at the beginning of their
journey. PJ and Silky can be played by anyone and the listeners that call
in although written as two women and one man, I’m more than happy for
this piece to be picked up by anyone and made your own. (For example
you could turn Uncle Simpson into Auntie Marge or Cousin Lisa, come
up with your own gemstone family: Sapphire, Emerald and little Bruneau
Jasper, maybe a different relative of Silky calls instead). - Matilda Ibini

The Pillow Whisperers
by Matilda Ibini
PJ and SILKY are broadcasting live from their bedrooms on their internet
radio show. LISTENER 1, LISTENER 2 and LISTENER 3 can choose to
appear on screen or just as a voice.
PJ:

And that was today’s Queen of Quarantine, Keyshia Cole with
her timeless banger-

SILKY:

-and one of my personal favourites ‘I Should Have Cheated’.
People please listen to what the Queen is saying, you should
always cheat first before your partner gets a chance to,
preventing them from becoming a Cheetah, preying on you just
so they can devour your heart and shit it out before a pandemic.

PJ:

Right. Grab a pillow and get comfortable, you’re in safe hands
with your bestie PJ-

SILKY:

-but your real fave Silky Slim cos you’re tuned into-

PJ/SILKY:

-The Pillow Whisperers.

PJ:

We just want to take some time to reflect and share some of the
little joys we’re all holding onto in this lockdown. Maybe you
haven’t worn a bra in over a month.

SILKY:

Free the gal-dem ‘arie’ and ‘ola’.

PJ:

Maybe you’ve had time to take up a new hobby.

SILKY:

Why not try some nude yoga, write your autobiography as a
manga, dabble in some occult crochet or maybe just catch up on
some lost sleep whilst listening to us of course.

PJ:

Either way we want you to tell us who or what is keeping you
going. We and all our listeners want to ‘Show You Some Love’.
Looks like we’ve already got some callers.

SILKY:

Hello, caller it’s your fave Silky Slim.

LISTENER 1:

Hey PJ and Silky, long time listener, first time caller.

PJ:

What’s your name babes and where are you calling from?

LISTENER 1:

Shhhh… go away. Sorry, I’m Ruby from Rich - ford.

SILKY:

Where’s that? Don’t think I’ve heard of it.
1

PJ:

Is that in the UK?

LISTENER 1:

Yeah… it’s between like-like Chelmsford and Castleford.

PJ:

Rah… Guess our voices are reaching far and wide after all.

SILKY:

And who do you want us to show some love to Ruby?

LISTENER 1:

I wanna show some love to my big, strong, rock… my man
Obsidian and-and our little one Jade. She’s turning two next…
tomorrow. Love my little gems to bits.

SILKY:

Aww that’s beautiful man. Happy birthday Jade.

PJ:

Yeah, bless Jade, your twos are like the best year of your life,
not quite three but also not a newbie. You get what I mean?

SILKY:

Give them a big hug from us Ruby, our listeners are showing
you a lot of love on Twitter. Looks like we have another caller.

PJ:

New number who dis?

LISTENER 2:

Hello-hello-hello.

SILKY:

What’s your name and where are you calling from?

LISTENER 2:

They call me Uncle Simpson, keeping it locked and loaded in
Springfield, near Milton Keynes in Buckinghamshire-EnglandGB. Not really listened to this kind of music before but I’m
enjoying what you folks are putting down.

SILKY:

Thanks for tuning in all the way from the shire of Buckingham
Uncle Simps, who do you want us to show some love to?

LISTENER 2:

I want to show some love to myself.

PJ:

You hear that listeners, we all need a bit of that lately, especially
you Silky.

SILKY:

I’ve always loved me PJ. Some would say even a little too often.
We’re all showing you lots of love Uncle Simps.

LISTENER 2:

Thank you. It’s been hard for me during these dark times, so I
just want to quickly plug my new business, Bunker Supplies. A
kind of cash and carry for essentials and PPE, we’re selling loo
roll at 5p per square, organically sourced masks, homemade
hand sanitizer-

SILKY:

-ok, thanks Uncle Simps. Your hoarding hustle is, admirable.
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PJ:

-DM us and we’ll pass your business deets onto our listeners. In
times of crisis we have to support the Alan Sugars of our
communities.

SILKY:

And even the Alan Sweeteners.

PJ:

Why don’t we have one more listener before we get to ‘Silky’s
Smooth Tips for Surviving the Apocalypse’?

SILKY:

Caller, what’s your name and who do you want to show some
love to?

LISTENER 3:

(Forced RP accent) I don’t usually dabble in digital radio but I
stumbled upon you two and I am absolutely enamoured by your
vivacious chit chat.

PJ:

Mrs Knowles? Is that you?

LISTENER 3:

(Forced RP accent) Oh no, you must be mistaken, I am not her.
Though she does sound rather delightfully beautiful in an
unassuming way whose intelligence and generosity is so
frequently taken advantage of.

SILKY:

Mum, I can recognise your posh telephone voice anywhere.

LISTENER 3:

(Pause) I’ll have you know I could act Judi Dench off the stage
in my sleep before you were conceived.

SILKY:

Mum! Can we keep conception chat to a minimum, as in zero.

MUM:

Sorry dear, we were just trying to help.

PJ:

We? Hold on… Simpson, Springfield.

MUM:

Mr Donovan at number 12 but I think his business is real though.

PJ:

Ruby, Obsidian, Jade?

MUM:

You remember Aunt Gaby’s daughter Hannah. I told you she
goes to the same stage school as that handsome fella from Star
Wars. She’s only fourteen you know.

SILKY:

Damn man.

MUM:

What did you just say to me?

PJ:

It wasn’t to you Mrs Knowles.

MUM:

Since you want to be ungracious about it, I guess I’ll tell the
others to stand down then.
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SILKY:

I’ll call you later mum…

PJ:

Hey wonderful listeners, before we get to ‘Silky’s Smooth Tips
for Surviving the Apocalypse’, we’re just going to get you into
the mood, so here’s Jazmine Sullivan’s ‘In Love With Another
Man’ and we’ll be right back.

SILKY:

…

PJ:

She was only trying to help.

SILKY:

Help? Even our twelve twitter followers didn’t want to call in.
We’re definitely not going to get more listeners to tune in now
with all those fake followers.

PJ:

We’re not doing this for followers.

SILKY:

Then what are we doing this for? We can’t be the Pillow
Whisperers, if there isn’t anyone to whisper to.

PJ:

This is meant to be fun. Fun for us. Something positive we could
do together… When you upload anything to the internet, it
doesn’t… it can’t…

SILKY:

It can’t what?

PJ:

It gets to live forever and I guess when we bought these mics, I
was thinking a part of us could live forever. Memories fade, they
have to, to make space for the new ones… And if anything
happens to you or me. Here’s where we can always be found.
The real us. Whispering to each other… … … Silky… Silky you
still there? Silky?

SILKY:

…Yeah. I’m still here… We all are. I think I just needed to be
reminded of the good times, the little joys, the laughs cos it’s so
easy to forget. We can’t let our listeners down because we don’t
know who could be listening.

PJ:

Exactly. I can keep reminding you, if you promise you’ll keep
reminding me.

SILKY:

Deal… and together we’ll remind our listeners.

PJ:

Grab a pillow and get comfortable with your bestie PJ-

SILKY:

-but your real fave Silky Slim cos you’re tuned into-
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From us to you: 19 stories from leading playwrights for
people across the UK to record

UP IN YOUR HEAD
By Jon Brittain
Cast size: Any
This play is suitable for: One Person, Two Person, Group

STEP 1: REHEARSE
•
•
•

Make sure you have enough people for each part or maybe you could play multiple
parts.
Try to learn all your character’s lines, if possible.
If you’re looking for some guidance, check out our How To… videos. We’ve brought
together a bunch of the best actors and directors to give you their tips and advice on
how to make the best film you can.

STEP 2: RECORD
•
•

•

Use a phone to film your performance or record directly on your Zoom or video chat
platform.
Record your performance in well-lit spaces so we can see you clearly but avoid
standing right in front of a window on sunny day, and remember to keep private items
out of view.
Try to cut out all background noise by closing windows and doors.

STEP 3: UPLOAD
•
•

•
•

•

We would love to see your performance. To upload your recording to us, click here.
Please do not share your recording on YouTube or other similar platforms. This is
so we can keep all the recordings in the same place and to respect and honour our
writers’ copyright and publication permissions.
We will be creating a film of each script from the videos submitted.
We want this to be something everyone can take part in so please do get in touch if
you have any access requirements or if there is anything else we might be able to
help with.
If you are having difficulty uploading your recording, please get in touch with us via
email: admin@theatre-centre.co.uk or phone: 020 7729 3066.

HELP US SPREAD THE WORD
•
•
•

Recommend to a friend by inviting those you know to rehearse, record and upload
their own performance.
Encourage others by using #ImagiNation19 on your social platforms. State what
play you have performed but remember to not share your recording publicly.
Thank you for being part of ImagiNation.
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